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Make minor and major life decisions

Come to terms with certain things in your past and get closure on events,

people, and anything else you’ve been holding onto, whether you knew you

were holding onto them or not

See how the things you’ve done in the past (or the things that have

happened to you) have shaped you into the awesome person you are

today, and be grateful for them

Identify the ‘ambitions’ you have for your dream life, and whittle them down

to your Top Three Dreams that you can start taking action on today

Come up with a clear, precise Ultimate Dream Blueprint to help you

achieve your goals and attain your dream life

End up with your very own Write Your Life Story, a fictionalised account of

you and your journey that will encourage you on your path to achieving your

dreams

If you wish, turn your finished Write Your Life Story into a physical

paperback and flick through it whenever you need to remind yourself how

amazing you are for completing this book, or whenever you need to review

your Ultimate Dream Blueprint.

There are so many things you can get out of going through the assignments in

these pages. For instance, this book can help you:



Questions to ask yourself:

If you could build your life from scratch, what would it look like? 

What kind of person would you be? What qualities would you have?

What job would you have or what kind of work would you do? 

What hobbies would you enjoy?

Where would you live? (Country/town/area/type of house etc.)

Who would you hang out with? What kind of people would you surround yourself

with?

What would you do to relax?

Where would you go on holiday?

What goals would you want to achieve? 

What would your purpose be? Your big ‘why’?

How much money would you ideally earn?

What would you do with that money?

What legacy would you want to leave behind when you’re gone?

Journal
A C T I O N  S T E P

Write out the answers to the above questions to form your Life Outline. First, do it as quickly as possible, writing down

whatever instantly pops into your head. Then, spend some time pondering your answers before writing them out in

more detail. Come back to it in a few days or weeks and add to your answers. It doesn’t matter if they completely

change over time, but whatever you do, be honest with yourself. That’s the only way this is going to work.

W R I T E  Y O U R  L I F E
O U T L I N E



Print out your answers to the above questions – or have your notebook on standby – as we progress through the book,

and refer back to them when doing the rest of the action steps. For everything you write and for every ambition and

dream you come up with, keep your Life Outline in mind.

Write your life
A C T I O N  S T E P



W R I T E  Y O U R
C H A R A C T E R

Write your Main Character Profile

Name. It might be tempting to give your character an awesome name that

sounds like something out of a superhero movie, but this is only really going to

work if you give your character your own name. You’ll be writing about

yourself, and your brain will have a much easier time equating your character

with the real you if you use your normal name (or nickname).

Age. Use your actual age, and no lying! You’re only lying to yourself.

Location. As with everything else, use your actual location, even if it’s not

where you want to be right now. If needed, this can be something you work on

during the rest of the book.

Occupation. Use your current occupation, even if it’s not what you want to do

with your life. Again, we’re just using this as a starting point.

Skills and talents. What is your character good at, either inherently or

because they’ve worked at it? Are they brilliant with numbers? A whizz at

writing? Do they love computers or technology? Can they play an instrument?

Are they a good singer? Do they have good organisational skills? Are they

talented at a particular sport? Can they cook up a storm? Can they draw or

paint or create things with their hands? Do they have a brilliant memory? Are

they a good listener? Are they good at persuading people to do things,

through action or demonstration or impassioned speeches? Whatever they are,

list them here. Your character will have the same skills and talents as you, so

really think about what you’re good at.

Lifestyle. What kind of lifestyle does your character currently have? Do they

live in a huge house or a small one-bedroom flat? Do they have savings and

disposable income or are they barely scraping by? Do they have a brand new

car that they exchange every two years or an old banger they’ve had for a

decade? Where do they shop? What kind of food do they eat? How often do

they go on holiday (and if they do go on regular holidays, where do they go)?

And, most importantly, are they happy with their lifestyle and the way they

live? If not, which bits do they wish they could improve (or perhaps change

completely)? Again, answer this based on your own current situation, and be

honest about what you have and how you live.



Journal
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Write out your Main Character Profile – their name, age, location, occupation, skills and talents, and lifestyle. Then,

write a paragraph or two about yourself and your current situation. How would you describe yourself, your situation,

and the main predicament you currently find yourself in? Write down a few ideas, and if you aren’t sure what your

predicament is, take a while to think about it. What is it you most want to change about your life? What are you unhappy

with right now? Are you in a bad relationship? Are you not living where you want to live, or in the type of place you want

to live? Do you want to start a family, or make your family bigger? Do you hate your job and want to quit? Do you think

you deserve a pay rise and/or a promotion? Do you want to work for yourself as a freelancer or start your own

business? Do you have five dogs but really want ten? Get it all out and write it all down.



Write your life
A C T I O N  S T E P

Using your character profile and your ideas about your current situation and predicament, write the first scene of your

Write Your Life Story. Remember, this is a fictionalised version of yourself, so even though it’s written from the third-

person perspective, this character is you. You could take a typical day in your life and write about that, or think about

the lowest moment you’ve had recently and really tap into the emotions you were feeling. This is just a ‘snapshot’ of

your life to open your story with, something that – if you were to give this to other people to read – would tell them

exactly who you are as a person, what your situation is, and what you’re not happy with.





W R I T E  Y O U R
O R I G I N  S T O R Y

What would you say defined your childhood/your time at school?

Was there a particular moment when everything changed, or when you

realised something that had a profound effect on your life?

Did anyone in your family or friendship circle die growing up? Even if you

weren’t particularly close to them?

Did you move house or schools, or perhaps towns or countries? Did this

affect how you acted or how you saw the world?

Does any friend or family member stand out as being someone who taught

you a valuable lesson?

Did you have any accidents or operations when you were growing up? Did

that have an effect on what you could or couldn’t do? Did it affect you

mentally?

Did someone close to you betray your trust or make you feel bad about

yourself?

Were you bullied or made fun of?

Answer the following questions:

Journal
A C T I O N  S T E P

Think about your own origin story, and if you’re not sure what it entails, answer the questions listed above and then

write down five things, moments, or people who you think most defined who you were in your childhood/adolescence.

From those five things, you can write out a sentence or two that encapsulates your origin story. To recap, here’s mine: I

was the quiet kid who never had the confidence to go after what I wanted, until I had a life-changing operation and

discovered I was capable of so much more than I’d been told.

Write your life
A C T I O N  S T E P

Write your character’s origin story. Do it in third-person past tense, with you as your main character.
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A C T I O N  S T E P

If you could go back in time and talk to your younger self, what would you say to them? What would you say if you went

back and visited your five-year-old self, or your 10-year-old self, or your 16-year-old self? Make sure you’re honest about

this, and really think about what you’d say and why. Some things are worth warning your past self about, but some had

to have played out exactly like they did in order for you to become the person you are today. Are you pleased with the

person you’ve become or would you change things if you could?

Journal
A C T I O N  S T E P

Is there anything from your past – a painful memory, or the belief that someone did you wrong, perhaps – that you can

try to view through a new lens? Can you look at this event from a different perspective, or through the eyes of someone

else? Could there be another side to the story that changes your perception of what happened? Have a think and write

down anything that comes to mind.





W R I T E  Y O U R
L I M I T I N G  B E L I E F S

Journal
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Write down a list of your limiting beliefs, and be honest with yourself here. What do you think about yourself, really?

What does that little niggling voice say to you on a daily basis, or whenever you’re put in an awkward situation? What

does it tell you (or taunt you with)? For most people, admitting they have a voice in the back of their mind that says bad

things about them can be hard to do, but it happens to all of us. Some people call it ‘mind chatter’ or ‘monkey chatter’,

and it’s up to us to learn how to stop our mind from chattering away in the background all the time, especially if that

chatter is negative. Once you’ve written out your list, whittle it down to your three main limiting beliefs, the ones that

have really held you back, either in the past or on a daily basis.



Write your life
A C T I O N  S T E P

Write your Limiting Beliefs Scene for your Write Your Life Story. Remember a time in your past when your limiting belief

either held you back, or made life incredibly uncomfortable for you. Really pay attention to what you felt, what you were

worried about, and how that affected you both physically and mentally.





W R I T E  Y O U R  
C A R E E R

Journal
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Write out two lists – things you love about your job or career, and things you hate about your job or career. If you

already know you want to leave your job and are planning on doing so, do this exercise anyway, as it can really focus

your mind on the aspects of your job you do like that you’d like to take with you into any future roles or career changes.



Write your life
A C T I O N  S T E P

Write out either a scene or a little montage describing your character working in a job they hate (based, obviously, on

your reality – either past or present). Really be honest about what you hate(d) about the job and how you feel/felt

having to go in every day. Have you ever been humiliated by a boss? Or been made to feel stupid in a meeting? Or got a

bad performance review? Have you ever been made redundant, and was it dealt with in a less than professional way?

Have you ever been fired for something you didn’t do, or fired for something you felt deserved a far less severe

punishment? Get it all written down! This bit can be very cathartic, and it might make you realise how you truly feel

about your current job, either by highlighting the bits you actually don’t mind or quite like, or pointing out the glaringly

obvious: that it’s time to move on.





W R I T E  Y O U R  
A M B I T I O N S

What skills do you have that you’re good at and enjoy doing? These can be work-

related, home-based, or anything else you can think of. (We already touched on this in

the previous chapter with your work-based talents).

What parts of your current job do you most enjoy? What parts of previous jobs have you

most enjoyed? (Again, look back at your answers to chapter five).

What are your passions in life? What lights you up?

What charities do you support or are interested in supporting in the future?

What causes are really close to your heart? E.g. Climate change, animal rights, civil

rights, helping people in poverty-stricken countries, helping the homeless, feeding

children who don’t have enough, helping minorities, improving life for refugees, etc.

If money wasn’t an issue, what would you do with your life? What would you spend your

days doing?

What do you daydream about? (We all do it!) What do you dream about regularly? (The

nice dreams – no nightmares here).

What do you envy about other people’s lives? (We’re not doing this to compare; we’re

using other people’s lives and lifestyles to mirror what we feel we’re missing in our own).

Which famous fictional characters do you aspire to be like? What qualities do you

admire in them?

Which ‘real life’ people do you aspire to be like? (This can be celebrities, friends, family

members, work colleagues, etc.) What qualities do you admire in them?

Which ‘admirable’ qualities do you already possess? What would you like to work on

more?

Do you have any secret fantasies you don’t tell anyone about? (And I’m not talking

bedroom fantasies here, although by all means write that down if you want!) Do you

dream of quitting your job and sailing around the world? Do you want to build your own

business? Do you want to go on an epic trip? Do you want to have another child, or

adopt, or foster? Do you want to get twenty cats or six dogs or a whole menagerie of

animals? Do you want to lose ten pounds or run a marathon? Do you want to go

skydiving or bungee jumping or join a circus or learn how to drive monster trucks? Do

you want to make a difference in people’s lives, either with a job that helps people (like

being a nurse or a carer), by donating money to your favourite causes, or perhaps by

creating your own charity or foundation? For the purposes of this exercise, nothing is

off limits (but please, keep it legal). So go ahead and dream big!

The Ambition Awareness Method

Answer each of the following questions in 

as much detail as possible. 

You should now have some idea of what really lights you up in life, as well as the

skills you have that you can transfer to new ventures, new jobs, new businesses, new

hobbies, and so on. Now, take all your answers to the above questions and, if any of

them seem to connect, try and link them together. You can then come up with your

Top Ten Ambitions, writing a paragraph about each as well as a visualisation scene.



Ambition Score Card

For each of your ambitions, mark them out of 10 by answering the following

questions:

A) How excited did you feel when you came up with your ambition/wrote out

your visualisation, 1 being ‘not at all’ and 10 being ‘really damn excited’? Score:

B) How scared did you feel when you came up with your ambition/wrote out

your visualisation, 1 being ‘not at all’ and 10 being ‘absolutely terrified’? Score:

C) How long have you harboured this ambition, 1 being ‘I literally just came up

with it’ and 10 being ‘forever’? Score:

D) How far out of your comfort zone is this ambition, 1 being ‘I’m still on my

comfy couch right in the middle of my comfort zone’ and 10 being ‘I can’t even

see my comfort zone I’m so far out of it’? Score: 

E) Does this ambition light you up, set your insides on fire (not literally,

hopefully), and get those butterflies fluttering in your stomach when you think

of it? Score out of 10, 1 being ‘it doesn’t really do anything for me’ and 10 being

‘I’m so on fire right now I could achieve anything!’ Score:

Journal
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Complete the following exercises – and remember, you don’t have to show these to anyone if you don’t want to.

Exercise 1) Write out at least three past ambitions you actually achieved, as well as the details of how you achieved

them.

Exercise 2) Write out your Top Ten Ambitions for your life. Right now, don’t worry about how realistic or unrealistic they

are; as long as they’re attainable for a human being, you can write them down.

Exercise 3) Write a paragraph – or a short story, if the urge so takes you – visualising what it would be like when you

achieve that particular goal and finally attain your ambition. 

Exercise 4) Rate each one of your Top Ten Ambitions using the Write Your Ambitions Score Card and total up your score.

Exercise 5) List your Top Three Ambitions. This is your Ultimate Dream List that you’ll use in the next chapter, Write

Your Ultimate Dream Blueprint. This is where we get to the really good stuff!











Write your life
A C T I O N  S T E P

Write a scene where your protagonist realises what their Ultimate Dream List is. This can be a scene much like real life,

where you’ve literally sat down and worked it out using the above exercises, or you can make it something far more

dramatic. Perhaps your character goes through something interesting (or terrible) and comes to realise what’s really

important in their life, or perhaps someone gives them some advice that makes it clear what they should do. Either way,

the scene will end with your character having come to a decision, knowing exactly what goal(s) they’re going to aim for.





W R I T E  Y O U R  
U L T I M A T E  D R E A M

B L U E P R I N T

Research

Talk to people who can help

Do the maths (get your finances straight)

Meditate or change your state

Phone a friend. A problem shared is a problem halved.

How long each task is likely to take

What we need to have in place before we can do each task (whether it be

the other tasks on our list or something external that needs to happen,

such as earning more money, changing jobs, or living in a different place)

What help we need (and from whom) in order to complete the task.

Creating your Blueprint

The first thing you need to do is to have a Top Task Session, listing every task

you can do to help you achieve your goals. If you get stuck:

Then you need to know:

Here is the basic Blueprint, and you need to do this for each dream:

1. List all the relatively quick tasks you can complete without any prior work or

help from anyone else. These will be put in the following category: Tasks I

can complete now/today/in the next few days.

2. Write as much detail as you can for each task, including exactly what you’re

going to do and how you’re going to do it.

3. If required, break down each task into smaller, more manageable tasks.

4. Enter each task into your calendar or diary, and give yourself a deadline for

each.

5. List all the medium-length tasks you can complete with very little prior work

or help from anyone else. These will be put in the following category: Tasks I

can complete in the next few weeks.



6. Write as much detail as you can for each task, including exactly what you’re

going to do and how you’re going to do it.

7. If required, break down each task into smaller, more manageable tasks.

8. Enter each task into your calendar or diary, and give yourself a deadline for

each.

9. List all the longer tasks that require a lot of prior work/different

circumstances/a lot of help from someone else. These will be put in the

following category: Tasks I can complete in the next few months/years.

10. Write as much detail as you can for each task, including exactly what

you’re going to do and how you’re going to do it.

11. If required, break down each task into smaller, more manageable tasks.

12. Enter each task into your calendar or diary, and give yourself a deadline

for each.

It may look simple, but it can take a while to organise each task into each

category, and then put those in order as well, so make sure you give yourself

plenty of time to build up your Blueprint.

Journal
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Write out the actions you’re going to take to help you achieve your goals and your dreams. Take it one ‘dream’ at a time,

and break it down into general things you can do today, over the next few weeks, and (if applicable) over the next few

months or years. Then start breaking it down into individual tasks, using as much detail as possible, and give yourself a

(realistic) deadline. Make a note in your diary or put a reminder in your online calendar – and whatever you do, stick to

it. You’re only harming yourself, and cheating yourself out of your dream, if you don’t.











Write your life
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Write a scene, or several scenes, in which your main character starts working towards their dreams. Think of this as

being like a montage scene in a movie, where the main character really gets down to studying for their exams, or they

start going to the gym, running further and lifting more weights each time, or they start building their business, one

step at a time, until they’re about to launch their website. These can be little snapshots of scenes that, when put

together, create an awesome montage of you (as your character) claiming your power and working hard to get what you

deserve.







W R I T E  Y O U R  
F E A R S

Journal
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Write out your five biggest fears (and leave out phobias if possible, as many of these are irrational and can require

some kind of therapy in order to get over). These can be things like fear of public speaking, fear of singing in front of

people, fear of speaking up in work meetings, fear of trying new things, fear of change, fear of missing out, fear of

looking stupid, and so on. Then, break down each of these fears into their smallest component parts. Perhaps your fear

of trying new things is really a fear of being rejected or a fear of finding out you’re not as capable as you thought.

Perhaps your fear of change is really fear of not being good enough, or a fear that you don’t deserve a better life. Really

dig deep here, and keep asking yourself the question, ‘but what is that fear really about?’ Do as many rounds as you

need to do in order to get to the bottom of your fear – the real reason behind your ‘surface’ fear – and then write a

paragraph about where you think that fear came from. Can you trace it back to something in your childhood? Or your

adulthood, for that matter?



Journal
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Write down any failures you’ve had in your life as well as what you learnt from them. Then write down how the lessons

you learnt from these failures helped you with subsequent obstacles and setbacks. Until we write them all down, we

often don’t realise how much our failures have helped us – and how necessary they are.



Write your life
A C T I O N  S T E P

Write a scene where your character has to face one of their biggest fears. As usual, write it in the third person in the

past tense, and make sure your character overcomes their fears by the end of the scene. Perhaps they can do this by

looking at things from a different perspective, or asking themselves what they’re really afraid of, like we did in the

Journal Action Step above, or even by making friends with their fear and picturing it as just excitement in a fancy hat! If

you can connect this scene with the story you’ve been telling so far, even better. For instance, if one of your ultimate

dreams is to quit your job and start up a charity, explore the fears you have surrounding that – fear of failure, fear of

looking stupid, fear of not being listened to, perhaps – and have your character overcome that fear in whatever way it

takes.
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Write a few paragraphs about a situation you found yourself in that made you angry, embarrassed, or upset. Explain

what happened to you (in the first person, like you’re writing a diary entry) and then explain every single emotion you

felt, and how it affected you. Make sure to include how you reacted, and whether there were any consequences to your

reaction.

Now, think for a moment: could you have responded differently? If you’d gone into the situation with a different

attitude, or if you’d stopped to think and reconsider how you would normally react in the heat of the moment, what

might have happened? Would there have been a different ending to the story? Would things have been different for you

and those around you in the subsequent hours or days if you’d reacted in a calmer way, or if you’d looked at things from

a different perspective? If possible, rewrite the ‘diary entry’ you just wrote, but this time write it in the third person,

and change how your character reacts. See how this changes the consequences and how it changes the ripple effect.

For instance, perhaps you originally went home angry and upset, and took it out on your family, who then became upset,

resulting in things at home being tense for days. In the rewritten version, perhaps the character goes home, talks it out,

laughs about the situation, and puts it behind them. The family has a nice evening together and you all go to bed happy.

It doesn’t have to be a huge shift, as long as there is a shift – in your perspective, in how you react, and in how this

affects other things and people in your life.





W R I T E  Y O U R  
P E R S O N A L  P E P  T A L K

Journal
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Write your very own Personal Pep Talk for yourself (or multiple Personal Pep Talks, if you need them), addressing any

and all concerns or fears you have about yourself or your life. Write it on your computer or in your journal, but whatever

you do, make sure you write it down rather than just thinking about it. Really put a lot of effort into this and tailor it

specifically to you and your situation, no matter how cheesy or cringey it may seem – remember, you don’t have to

show this to anyone else. Go on, give yourself a good talking to! You never know where it might lead.

Now, bring it back to your Write Your Life Story and write a scene with you as the protagonist either giving yourself a

Personal Pep Talk or receiving a Pep Talk from someone else. It doesn’t matter if it’s cheesy – these kinds of scenes

often are – the main thing is to make it motivational, emotional, inspirational, and a little heart-warming. Really go for

it with this one; writing these kinds of scenes can be really fun and extremely satisfying.

Write your life
A C T I O N  S T E P







W R I T E  Y O U R  
S U C C E S S

Journal
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Write down your Success Sentence, clarifying what success means to you. Then, write down all of the major life events

and all of the achievements you’re really proud of, before whittling them down to your Top Ten Successes and writing a

paragraph or two about why you’re so proud of each accomplishment. You can then write out your top ten on a piece of

paper and put it somewhere in your house where you’ll be able to see it on a daily basis.



Write your life
A C T I O N  S T E P

Write out the major last scene of your story, where your main character finally achieves their dream. Make it as epic as

possible, something that would make you shout out in the middle of the cinema or well up when reading a book. This is

your moment, and it’s the moment you’ll be living for real in a few weeks, months, or years’ time when you come to the

end of your Ultimate Dream Blueprint and finally accomplish your goal(s). Make sure to include how your character

celebrates getting to this monumental point in their lives, as I believe you have to celebrate every milestone you reach.

You can write a scene for each dream on your list if you wish, but start with just one, and really put every effort into

making it awesome. Then, every time you envision yourself accomplishing your dream in the future, you’ll have this

ready-made scene standing by – and you’ll know exactly how to celebrate when you get there.









W R I T E  Y O U R  
L E G A C Y

Journal
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Write your Legacy Vision. This can be just one sentence or a whole paragraph, but try to keep it as simple and concise

as possible. Make sure it encapsulates what you want to achieve in life, and who your achievements are going to help. If

you’re not sure at first what your statement should consist of, write out whatever comes to mind when you think of

what legacy you’d like to leave behind, whether in bullet points or as a mind map. Then highlight any words that stand

out to you or that you feel most strongly about. You can then see if you can come up with a sentence (or several) that

includes as many of these words/ideas as possible.



Write your life
A C T I O N  S T E P

Write your Legacy Vision into a short scene with your main character, ending with them announcing their legacy. This

doesn’t have to be particularly epic; your character can just be sitting and pondering their legacy, writing in a journal or

discussing it with some close friends. No matter how they get there, make sure you state their/your legacy clearly and

concisely.





W R I T E  Y O U R  
B L E S S I N G S

Journal
A C T I O N  S T E P

Complete the following gratitude exercises now, and then try to incorporate them into your daily or weekly routine.

Daily is better, as otherwise it’s easy to start slipping out of the habit. 

Exercise 1) List ten things a day (preferably in the morning, before you get going with your day) that you’re grateful for.

Try and make it ten new things every day, but don’t worry if you repeat some of them. After all, some will be obvious

things that you’re grateful for every single day. Start by listing the main things, then start to dig a little deeper, then

really think outside the box, and make sure they’re all things that are specific to you and the things you have in your

life.

Exercise 2) At the end of each day, write out the answers to the following questions. Again, doing this daily and getting

into a routine of doing it before you go to bed every night really helps. In fact, try doing exercise one in bed every

morning, before you even look at your phone, and do exercise two in bed every evening, once you’ve switched off your

phone and are unwinding from the day.

What was the best thing that happened to you today?

What did you learn today?

Who were you happy to see/speak to today?

What made you smile today?

What unexpected good thing happened to you today?

What are you looking forward to tomorrow?

Exercise 3) Once a week, write a letter to someone you’re grateful to/for. You don’t have to actually send this letter to

the intended recipient, but feel free to do so (as an email, a message, or even as a phone call, if you want to tell them

personally). In this letter, write out what you’re grateful for, why it’s helped you, and how you hope to help them in

return in the future. We often forget to thank people for the little things they do in our lives (such as when our

neighbour puts the bin out for us, or when someone runs up to us in the street to tell us we dropped something, or when

a friend buys you a drink at the bar, not expecting one in return), and it can be nice to remind ourselves of these little

things – things that, at the time, make us feel great, but that after a day or a week or so, we forget ever happened.



Exercise 4) This is ongoing, but every time someone does something to help you, or any time something happens that

makes you smile, or any time you achieve something or tick something off your life list, write it down as soon as it

happens so you don’t forget. Some people write them on slips of paper and put them in a jar, whereas others list them in

a journal or type them up into a spreadsheet on their computer (I do love spreadsheets). Then, at the end of the year –

or the end of the month, depending on how often you add to it – sit down with a beverage and snack of your choice and

go through them. If you do this at the end of the year, you’ll find it amazing how many things you forgot about,

especially as – at the time – they may have totally made your day or week. There’s something incredibly therapeutic

about this, and if you do the pieces of paper in the jar option, it can be very satisfying opening up each piece of paper

and reading out what you wrote weeks or months ago. You can also do this as a family or with a group of friends – just

get a big jar and you can all add your own pieces of paper to it. Then you can open the jar and go through the pieces of

paper as a group, remembering all the awesome things that happened that year. I’d highly recommend getting some

drinks in (if you partake) and making a night of it, perhaps on New Year’s Eve before everyone heads off to their various

parties and events.

Exercise 5) If you’re not into the whole idea of writing things down, simply saying a quick gratitude mantra to yourself

every morning and/or every evening can help keep you in mind of everything you’re grateful for. This can just be a short

sentence you say to yourself in your head, but make sure to change the thing you’re grateful for each time. For

instance, as soon as you wake up in the morning, say to yourself, ‘Today I am grateful for _____’ and before you go

to sleep at night, say, ‘The best thing that happened to me today was _____.’ These will help keep you in a positive

mood, starting and ending the day in the right way.





Write your life
A C T I O N  S T E P

Write a nice little scene for your Write Your Life Story where your character goes through something and comes out the

other side feeling grateful for something or someone in their life, perhaps something or someone they’ve never really

thought about before, or something or someone they’ve taken for granted in the past. It can be anything as long as it

has a big impact on your character. Alternatively, just write a short but sweet scene where your character feels

content, and where the main theme is ‘gratitude’.





W R I T E  Y O U R  
F U T U R E

We’re going to end your main story with another visualisation exercise, and it’s

similar to the questions I asked you right at the start of this book; we’ve now

come full circle. You can write as much or as little as you want for this action

step, but I want you to take some time to really think about it, and then sit

down and write the answers to the following questions:

It’s five years in the future and you’ve achieved many of the things on your

Ultimate Dream Blueprint. What would your ideal day look like? When would

you wake up? What would your morning routine consist of? What does work

look like in this ideal day? How about exercise? Socialising? Having fun? If

money was no object and you could do absolutely anything you wanted,

anywhere you wanted to do it, what would you do? If you run your own

business, what is it and how much do you earn? How do you give back to your

community and/or the world in general?

Journal
A C T I O N  S T E P

Using the questions above as a starting point, write out your visualisation of the future you wish to have in five years’

time. Then highlight, in different colours, the things you can start doing (or at least start working towards) today, in a

few weeks, and in a few months. Write this in first-person present tense.





Write your life
A C T I O N  S T E P

Write out a diary entry by your future self. Say where you are, what you’re doing, how you feel, and what your daily life

looks like. Write it in first-person present tense.





W R I T E  Y O U R  
F I N A L  D R A F T

Here are the main narrative points from all the Write Your Life Action Steps in

this book, and as you can see, it creates a nice little story:

Chapter Two: Write Your Character. This is the introduction to your character,

and to the situation they want to get out of or the thing(s) they’re trying to

achieve.

Chapter Three: Write Your Origin Story. Here we look at the events and

incidents in their past that explain why they are the way they are today.

Chapter Four: Write Your Limiting Beliefs. We see what the character's limiting

beliefs are and how they’re holding them back.

Chapter Five: Write Your Career. We look at what talents the character has

and what they enjoy in their job/the jobs they’ve had in the past.

Chapter Six: Write Your Ambitions. The character sits down and comes up with

a list of the main things they want to achieve in their life.

Chapter Seven: Write Your Ultimate Dream Blueprint. Your character comes

up with a dream action plan to achieve their goals.

Chapter Eight: Write Your Fears. We see what your character is afraid of, and

how those fears could possibly stop them from achieving their goals.

Chapter Nine: Write Your Personal Pep Talk. With their fears in mind, the

character gets a much-needed pep talk, giving them the push they need for

the next phase.

Chapter Ten: Write Your Success. The character does what they set out to do:

they get the job, the raise, the girl, the business, the house, the husband…

whatever it is.

Chapter Eleven: Write Your Legacy. The character comes up with their Legacy

Vision for their career/life.



Chapter Twelve: Write Your Blessings. You/your character lists everything

they’re grateful for.

Chapter Thirteen: Write Your Future. The epilogue: once the character has

achieved their dream, we look into the future at how they’re living in five years’

time. If you still have the same goals as you did at the start of this process, it

should mirror what you identified as your dream life in Chapter One: Write

Your Life Outline. If it doesn’t, it just means your ambitions and dreams have

already started evolving.

For more information on the full Write Your Life book, as well as the Write Your Life Feedback

programme and other products, please check out www.writetogetheracademy.com

To find out more about the Write Your Life Method, read the

full book or take the video course. We also have merchandise

available from Redbubble to help keep you on track!

http://www.instagram.com/writetogetheracademy
http://www.facebook.com/writetogetheracademy
https://www.pinterest.co.uk/writetogetheracademy/
https://www.writetogetheracademy.com/writeyourlifebook
http://www.writetogetheracademy.com/
https://www.writetogetheracademy.com/writeyourlifebook
https://www.writetogetheracademy.com/course
http://wtacademy.redbubble.com/

